A Raman Spectroscopic and Computational Study of New Aromatic Pyrimidine-Based Halogen Bond Acceptors
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Abstract: Two new aromatic pyrimidine-based derivatives designed specifically for halogen bond directed self-assembly are investigated through a combination of high-resolution Raman spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and computational quantum chemistry. The vibrational frequencies of these new molecular building blocks, pyrimidine capped with furan (PrmF) and thiophene (PrmT), are compared to those previously assigned for pyrimidine (Prm). The modifications affect only a select few of the normal modes of Prm, most noticeably its signature ring breathing mode, ν1. Structural analyses afforded by X-ray crystallography, and computed interaction energies from density functional theory computations indicate that, although weak hydrogen bonding (C–H···O or C–H···N interactions) is present in these pyrimidine-based solid-state co-crystals, halogen bonding and π-stacking interactions play more dominant roles in driving their molecular-assembly.
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1. Introduction

It is well-accepted in the field of crystal engineering that noncovalent interactions play dominant roles in directing self-assembly [1–6]. In addition to the commonly discussed hydrogen bonding interaction, π–π and halogen bond interactions have also been shown to play important, and sometimes even more dominant roles, in determining the resulting crystal structures and bulk properties [7–19]. A halogen bond is a noncovalent interaction involving the net attraction between an electrophilic region of a halogen atom (e.g., bromide or iodide; C–Br or C–I) on one molecule, and the nucleophilic region of another or the same molecule [20]. Electron withdrawing atoms such as fluorine or similar functional groups on the halogen bond donor have been shown to significantly enhance this σ-hole interaction, to the point of even energetically competing with hydrogen bonding interactions [21]. Halogen bond acceptors typically incorporate a heterocyclic nitrogen atom, with the lone pairs playing a central role in the noncovalent interaction. Pyridine- and pyrimidine-based derivatives therefore make ideal halogen bond accepting building blocks, and a number of architectures incorporating various combinations of donors and acceptors have been introduced in recent years [17–19].

Noteworthy are the applications of halogen bonding interactions in materials research and engineering [22–24]. We, like others, have shown the impact of halogen bonding in optoelectronic
and semiconducting materials [25–29]. Because of its synthetic accessibility, one of the most common building blocks used in the development of organic semiconducting materials is the sulfur-containing heterocycle thiophene [30]. Oligofurans have also emerged as promising building blocks for self-assembled organic semiconducting materials [30–39]. The presence of the oxygen atom in place of a sulfur atom in the five-membered aromatic heterocyclic rings gives rise to electron-rich conjugated systems exhibiting a tighter solid-state packing and even greater rigidity when compared to those of thiophene analogues [38,40,41]. The combination of the nitrogen atoms in the heterocyclic pyrimidine rings with the semiconducting and self-assembly properties of thiophene and furan groups thus offer the potential of powerful new building blocks for the halogen bond directed supramolecular assembly of semiconducting materials.

Our research groups have studied the Raman vibrational spectra and the effects that noncovalent interactions and charge delocalization have on the normal modes of pyrimidine for over a decade [21, 42–49]. We have quantified hydrogen bonding interactions involving pyrimidine with water, methanol, ethylene glycol, and other species [42,43,45]; argyrophilic interactions with silver island films [48]; solid-state interactions between pyrimidine molecules [44]; and halogen bonding interactions with a variety of donors [21]. We have also demonstrated that the Raman spectra of pyrimidine in the solid-state is only weakly perturbed from that of the liquid, and that computational chemistry could be utilized to accurately assign normal modes and assess the effects of weak interactions in the solid-state [44]. Interestingly, weak C–H···N interactions were found to dominate the solid-state structure of pure pyrimidine and the normal modes most affected involved the displacement of hydrogen atoms. For example, the hydrogen bending mode, \( \nu_3 \), exhibits a shift of +14 cm\(^{-1}\) when transitioning to the solid state.

Here, we explore the effects of the addition of either a furan or thiophene group on the vibrational frequencies of the halogen bond acceptor pyrimidine, and we assign normal modes in these molecules for the first time. The two molecules of interest, 5-(furan-2-yl)pyrimidine (denoted PrmF) and 5-(thiophen-2-yl)pyrimidine (denoted PrmT), are shown in Figure 1. We also construct co-crystals with a previously introduced halogen bond donor, and compare the resulting pairwise interactions to those in other previously described systems [18,19].

![Figure 1. Furan (PrmF; left) and thiophene (PrmT; right) derivatives of pyrimidine considered here.](image)

2. Results

2.1. Experimental Results

Figure 2 compares the experimental solid-state Raman spectra of pyrimidine (Prm) to that of its furan (PrmF) and thiophene (PrmT) analogues in the fingerprint region (≤1700 cm\(^{-1}\)). We previously characterized the effects of noncovalent interactions on ten normal modes of pyrimidine in the region [42–45], and Figure 3 compares the Raman spectra in regions of these modes in greater detail. The C–H stretching region is not considered here because of the congestion of the modes. It is evident from Figures 2 and 3 that, when compared to Prm, the vibrational spectra of PrmF and PrmT exhibit additional peaks because of the motions involving furan and thiophene, and also the peaks originating from the frequencies that have shifted upon the addition of the furan and thiophene groups. The features in the regions of interest in the derivatives also suffer from low signal to noise in some cases.
Figure 2. Experimental solid-state Raman spectra of pyrimidine (Prm) compared to that of its furan (PrmF) and thiophene (PrmT) analogues in the fingerprint region.

Figure 3. Experimental solid-state Raman spectra of pyrimidine (Prm) compared to that of its furan (PrmF) and thiophene (PrmT) analogues in the regions of ten of Prm’s normal modes. Modes previously assigned for Prm and Prm’s Fermi resonance (FR) are indicated.

An overarching goal of our work is to develop new building blocks for self-assembly that have designer properties that can be systematically tailored. Co-crystallization provides simple yet direct means towards elucidating the effects of the noncovalent interactions on these building blocks. Co-crystallization of the halogen bond donor 1-(iodoethynyl)-3,5-dinitrobenzene, (NO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}BAI, with PrmF yields a triclinic structure with a P\textsubscript{1} space group, with key interactions highlighted in the top panel of Figure 4, and the crystallographic data detailed in Table 1. There are two unique halogen bond interactions between the donor and acceptor molecules in co-crystal (NO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}BAI-PrmF, as follows: one exhibiting a N···I distance of 2.79 Å with a N···I–C angle of 177.3°, and a second possessing a 177.1° angle with a separation of 2.83 Å. The interaction corresponds to a 32.0%–33.0% decrease in the total van der Waals radii of the nitrogen and iodine [18,50]. The 1:1 solid-state co-crystals formed between (NO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}BAI and PrmT yields crystallization in the monoclinic space group P2\textsubscript{1}/n. A crystallographic disorder at the thiophene moiety on PrmT is evident by the presence of two distinct pairwise contacts. The averaged monotopic interactions between a nitrogen on PrmT and iodine are characterized by N···I–C angles of 171.2°, and N···I distances (2.83 Å) approximately 32.1% less than the sum of their van der Waals radii (bottom panel of Figure 4). Like (NO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}BAI-PrmF, co-crystal (NO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}BAI-PrmT consists of weaker secondary hydrogen bond interactions (NO\textsubscript{2}···HPrmT). However, donor-acceptor π-stacking
arrangements are larger, exhibiting distances of 4.09 Å ($E_{\text{int}} = -6.8 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}$) because of the increased size of the sulfur atom relative to the oxygen. In addition, dimers produced via halogen bonding pack parallel to each other into two-dimensional arrays along the c-axis affording weaker π–π interactions between like molecules (i.e., (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI···(NO$_2$)$_2$BAI). Figure 5 shows the experimental Raman spectra of (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI, and co-crystals formed with either PrmF or PrmT. Figure 6 highlights the Raman spectra of the co-crystals in three spectral regions in greater detail. Figure S6 includes a comparison of the experimental Raman spectra of Prm, PrmF, PrmT, (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF, (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT, and (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI.

Figure 4. Halogen bond and weak hydrogen bonding interactions present in co-crystals formed from (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI and PrmF (top) and PrmT (bottom). Details of the nearest neighbor interactions are included on the panel on the right.
Table 1. Crystallographic data for (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF and (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT complexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-Crystal</th>
<th>(NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF</th>
<th>(NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M (g mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>464.2</td>
<td>960.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Group</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>P 2/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (Å)</td>
<td>6.9398(10)</td>
<td>9.2195(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ (Å)</td>
<td>16.126(2)</td>
<td>5.7344(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$ (Å)</td>
<td>18.517(3)</td>
<td>32.1204(16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>79.34</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>80.01</td>
<td>93.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>89.24</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å$^3$)</td>
<td>2005.2</td>
<td>1695.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Factor (%)</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Molecular formula and mass account for disorder at the thiophene moiety.

Figure 5. Experimental Raman spectra of (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI (bottom), and co-crystals formed from (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI with either PrmF (middle) or PrmT (top).

Figure 6. Experimental Raman spectra of (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI (bottom), and the co-crystals formed from (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI with either PrmF (middle) or PrmT (top) in different spectral regions.
2.2. Computational Results

To aid in the assignment of normal modes and in the elucidation of the effects of the addition of the furan and thiophene groups on pyrimidine’s nitrogen atoms, the structures and Raman spectra of PrmF and PrmT were predicted using computational chemistry. Figure 7 shows the optimized molecular structures of PrmF and PrmT at the M06-2X/aVTZ level of theory. Interestingly, whereas the minimum energy structure of PrmF is completely planar (Cs symmetry), the thiophene moiety in PrmT is twisted out of plane by 28°. Although the planar analogue of PrmT is only 0.35 kcal/mol higher in energy than the nonplanar minimum, it is a transition state \( n_i = 1 \) on the M06-2X/aVTZ potential energy surface. This qualitative structural difference is likely due to sulfur having an atomic radius 22% larger than that of oxygen [50], which, in turn, results in more steric interactions between the protons of the thiophene moiety [51]. A comparison of the simulated Raman spectra (after scaling the harmonic frequencies by 0.956 to partially account for anharmonicity) [52] of isolated Prm molecules compared to those of isolated PrmF and PrmT molecules are shown in Figure 8. Individual comparisons between theory and experiment for Prm, PrmF and PrmT are shown in Figure S5, Figure 9, and Figure 10, respectively. The spectral features in Figures 9 and 10 that are readily assigned to furan are labeled with the letter F, and those from thiophene with T. Although the simulated vibrational structure differs significantly for each molecule, the simulated spectra in each region of interest strongly resembles the solid-state experimental spectra in each individual case, suggesting that the computational procedure employed in this work will assist in the assignment of the solid-state normal modes of the pyrimidine moiety in PrmF and PrmT.

![Figure 7.](image1)

**Figure 7.** Optimized molecular structures of PrmF (left) and PrmT (right).

![Figure 8.](image2)

**Figure 8.** Simulated Raman spectra of pyrimidine (Prm) compared to that of PrmF and PrmT.
The pairwise interactions present in the co-crystals using the experimentally determined coordinates are also explored through the analyses of dimers constructed with (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI interacting with either PrmF or PrmT. One (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF complex and one (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT complex interacting through a halogen bond were also fully optimized, and the resulting simulated Raman spectra are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure S7 includes a comparison of the simulated Raman spectra of Prm, PrmF, PrmT, (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF, (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT, and (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI. A structural analysis via density functional theory computations at the M06-2X/aVTZ level of theory reveals 13 unique pairwise contacts in the experimental (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF co-crystal (top panel in Figure 4; Figure S3 and Table S22). The homogenous pairwise contacts of either two (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI donors or two PrmF acceptors consist of only weak secondary slipped-stack ($E_{\text{int}}^{\text{avg}} = -1.4$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ to $-3.7$ kcal mol$^{-1}$) and antiparallel ($E_{\text{int}}^{\text{avg}} = -0.9$ kcal mol$^{-1}$) π-type interactions. Intermolecular pairwise contacts between a (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI donor and a PrmF acceptor, on the other hand, have stronger interactions and include hydrogen bonding ($E_{\text{int}}^{\text{avg}} = -1.1$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ to $-4.0$ kcal mol$^{-1}$) and halogen bonding interactions ($E_{\text{int}}^{\text{avg}} = -7.0$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ to $-7.1$ kcal mol$^{-1}$). The relatively strong hydrogen bonding interaction ($E_{\text{int}}^{\text{avg}} = -4.0$ kcal
mol\(^{-1}\); contact (k) in Figure S3) includes two unique hydrogen bonds (i.e., H\(_A\)···O\(_D\) and H\(_D\)···N\(_A\)). The (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmF co-crystal also exhibits strong heterogenous π-stacking interactions (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -6.2\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −7.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)).

Figure 11. Simulated Raman spectra of (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI (bottom), and optimized complexes formed from (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI with either PrmF (middle) or PrmT (top). Raman activities below 800 cm\(^{-1}\) have been multiplied by a factor of twenty-five so that they can be easily visualized.

Figure 12. Simulated Raman spectra of (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI (bottom), and co-crystals formed from (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI with either PrmF (middle) or PrmT (top) in different spectral regions.

A structural analysis similar to that performed on the (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmF co-crystal was carried out on the experimental (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmT co-crystal (bottom panel in Figure 4; Figure S4 and Table S23). In this case, an added complexity in the form of the crystallographic disorder of the thiophene moieties leads to a greater number of unique pairwise contacts. Homogenous interactions formed between either two (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI donors or two PrmT acceptors make up 12 of the 28 pairwise contacts identified, and consist of slipped-stack (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -0.8\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −3.7 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), antiparallel (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -0.7\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −1.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), and t-shaped (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -2.8\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −3.1 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) π-type interactions, as well as a hydrogen bonding interaction (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -4.0\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\)). The remaining sixteen heterogenous pairwise contacts include strong halogen bonding (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -6.8\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and π-stacking interactions (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -7.0\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −7.2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), along with weaker perpendicular π-type interactions (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -1.2\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −3.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and hydrogen bonding interactions (\(E_{int}^{Avg} = -0.6\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) to −3.1 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)). The two strongest hydrogen bonding interactions (with \(E_{int}^{Avg}\) near −3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) involve not only a H\(_{donor}\)···N\(_{Prm}\) contact, but also an interesting contact between an acidic proton of the pyrimidine moiety, and the π electrons in the C≡C bond connecting the I atom to the benzene ring.
The other hydrogen bonding interactions present in the (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT co-crystal exhibit $E_{int}^{Avg}$ values that are weaker (less negative) by approximately 1 to 2 kcal mol$^{-1}$. Although these intermolecular interactions are relatively weak, the same cannot be said for the $\pi$-stacking ($E_{int}^{Avg} = -7.0$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ to $-7.2$ kcal mol$^{-1}$) and halogen bonding interactions ($E_{int}^{Avg} = -6.8$ kcal mol$^{-1}$).

3. Discussion

3.1. Effect of Furan and Thiophene Moieties on Pyrimidine’s Normal Modes

Table 2 compares the scaled computed frequencies of Prm and its derivatives PrmF and PrmT, with experimental spectroscopic assignments aided by analyzing the associated atomic displacements. Prm is an azabenzene (heterocyclic nitrogen analogue of benzene), and therefore its normal modes are traditionally named in relation to benzene’s normal modes, as introduced by Lord, et al. in 1957 [53]. For example, the highest intensity Raman-active mode in Prm is the ring breathing mode $\nu_1$ at 990 cm$^{-1}$ in the liquid state, and 992 cm$^{-1}$ in the solid-state. This mode is sensitive to perturbations of the ring’s delocalized electron density due to noncovalent interactions. Although a Fermi resonance (FR) centered at about 1060 cm$^{-1}$ complicates Prm’s vibrational spectrum, the assignment of its normal modes is well established [42], and a comparison the computed and observed features is included in Figure S5. When comparing solid-state vibrational frequencies with those in the liquid or gaseous phases, most normal modes are also usually observed to shift to a higher energy (+ shift) by about 1%–2% when in the solid-state. This is also true for Prm and its derivatives, and results in many of the scaled computed frequencies being smaller than the observed values.

Table 2. Assignment of normal modes in Prm derivatives PrmF and PrmT, and analysis of the degree of coupling with other modes. Frequencies are in cm$^{-1}$, and computed values have been scaled by 0.956 to account for anharmonicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode in Pyrimidine</th>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Computed Frequency</th>
<th>Experimental Frequency</th>
<th>Dominant Motion or Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{16a}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Out-of-plane puckering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{6b}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>In-plane CCC/NCN bending mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{6a}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>In-plane CCC/CNC bending mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_1$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>Ring breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{12}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ring bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>1051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{9a}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>NCN bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{8b}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>CN stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>1557/1579</td>
<td>1555/1569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{8a}$</td>
<td>Prm</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>CC and CN stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmF</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrmT</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.1. Ring Puckering Mode $\nu_{16a}$

We previously showed that the out of plane puckering mode $\nu_{16a}$ split from one peak in the liquid, to two peaks (a major and a minor) in the solid-state, but did not shift its location [44]. A comparison of the computed locations for this mode between Prm, PrmF, and PrmT, in Figure 8, predicts a slight shift to a higher energy of 2 cm$^{-1}$ and 8 cm$^{-1}$ when adding the furan and thiophene moieties, respectively. Comparisons of the number and intensities of features in the simulated spectra in Figures 9a and 10a suggest that $\nu_{16a}$ lies at 400 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmF and 425 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmT experimentally. Compared to all of the other modes in this study, $\nu_{16a}$ exhibits the smallest degree of coupling with other motions. Other modes in the vicinity of $\nu_{16a}$ in both PrmF and PrmT involve the motions of both rings. The most Raman active peak in PrmF in this region at 358 cm$^{-1}$ involves the stretching of the covalent bond between the two rings. The same feature appears experimentally in PrmT at 324 cm$^{-1}$.

3.1.2. Ring Bending Modes $\nu_{6b}$ and $\nu_{6a}$

Figure 3b, Figure 9b, Figure 10b, and Figure S5 show the spectral features in the vicinity of Prm’s in-plane bending modes $\nu_{6b}$ and $\nu_{6a}$. The agreement between experiment and theory in this region is very good, making assignments straightforward. In benzene, these modes are degenerate, but they are split in Prm because of the replacement of two carbon atoms with nitrogen atoms. These modes lie at 628 cm$^{-1}$ and 680 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, in crystalline Prm, and are predicted computationally to shift to higher energy in both isolated PrmF and PrmT molecules. A comparison of the spectral features in Figures 9b and 10b reveals that $\nu_{6b}$ and $\nu_{6a}$ lie at 630 cm$^{-1}$ and 736 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmF and 629 cm$^{-1}$ and 739 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmT, respectively. Interestingly, although $\nu_{6b}$ is at essentially the same energy in all three cases, $\nu_{6a}$ shifts to a higher energy by over 50 cm$^{-1}$ from Prm to its derivatives. This is most likely due to the presence of the furan and thiophene rings at Prm’s para position, and the unavoidable coupling of $\nu_{6a}$ with similar bending modes in each.

3.1.3. Fermi Resonance and Ring Breathing Modes $\nu_1$ and $\nu_{12}$

Figure 3c, Figure 9c, Figure 10c, and Figure S5 show spectral features in the vicinity of Prm’s Fermi resonance composed of $\nu_{12}$ and the combination band ($\nu_{10b}$ and $\nu_{16b}$), and its ring breathing mode $\nu_1$. This latter spectral feature dominates the Raman spectra of liquid, solution, and solid phase, and we have shown previously that it is very sensitive to hydrogen bonding [42,43,45], halogen bonding [21], and the transfer of electron density [48]. Contrary to the other spectral regions considered here, there are few similarities in the spectral features between Prm and its derivatives. A comparison of the experimental solid state and individual molecule simulated spectra for PrmF and PrmT reveals a surprisingly good agreement, despite the possible presence of FR. This could be due to the aromaticity of these molecules, and the large charge redistribution that occurs when ring symmetric and asymmetric stretches occur or the changes in frequencies off-resonance due to the larger masses of the molecules. At first glance, Prm’s most intense and signature Raman spectral feature, $\nu_1$, which usually is present at approximately 990 cm$^{-1}$, appears to be totally absent in both PrmF and PrmT. An analysis of the normal mode displacements reveals a strong mixing of ring stretching motions in this region, with motions by either furan or thiophene. It turns out that Prm’s mode, $\nu_1$, is strongly coupled to furan’s and thiophene’s ring breathing motions, and as a result, is red shifted (decreased in energy) by about 90 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmF to 907 cm$^{-1}$ and 40 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmT to 957 cm$^{-1}$, compared to predictions of 895 cm$^{-1}$ and 946 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. Prm’s prominent and sensitive [48] FR also seems mostly absent in these derivatives, and in its place are strongly coupled features involving Prm’s $\nu_{12}$ at 1060 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmF and 1051 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmT compared to the scaled predictions of 1043 cm$^{-1}$ and 1030 cm$^{-1}$, respectively.

3.1.4. NCN Bending Mode $\nu_{9a}$ and In-Plane CH Bending Mode $\nu_3$

Unlike the strong coupling observed with Prm’s mode ring breathing mode $\nu_1$, $\nu_{9a}$ is largely localized and easily located at 1125 cm$^{-1}$ in both PrmF and PrmT, compared to the predicted energies of
1121 cm$^{-1}$ and 1120 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The C–H bending mode, $\nu_3$, however, does not exist in its pure form in the derivatives considered here, as one of the hydrogen atoms is replaced with the addition of the furan or thiophene groups. The comparable mode with the bending of just three hydrogen atoms in PrmF is expected computationally at 1318 cm$^{-1}$ and 1316 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmT. The feature is expected to be rather Raman inactive, however. Many of the features in this region are also strongly coupled with either furan or thiophene hydrogen atom bending motions.

3.1.5. Symmetric and Asymmetric CN Stretching Modes $\nu_{8a}$ and $\nu_{8b}$

The symmetric and asymmetric CN stretching modes, $\nu_{8a}$ and $\nu_{8b}$, respectively, are nearly isoenergetic in the liquid state at approximately 1565 cm$^{-1}$. Whereas $\nu_{8a}$ is not significantly perturbed by hydrogen bonding [42,43,45], halogen bonding [21], and electron density redistribution [48], $\nu_{8b}$ is very sensitive to intermolecular interactions, and is observed to significantly blue-shift in a similar fashion to $\nu_1$. We previously took advantage of this phenomenon and employed hydrogen bonding with water to separate the two modes in a solution and confirm their assignments [42]. In the solid-state, $\nu_{8a}$ in Prm is observed to split into two peaks of the same intensity, and $\nu_{8b}$ blue-shifts to 1577 cm$^{-1}$, as shown in Figure 3. Our computations indicated these two modes are well resolved in both derivatives, and the energetic order of $\nu_{8a}$ and $\nu_{8b}$ is, in fact, predicted to invert in PrmF and PrmT, relative to Prm, as shown in Figures 9e and 10e. In the case of PrmF, $\nu_{8b}$ is expected to be manifested as two low intensity modes at 1557 cm$^{-1}$ and 1579 cm$^{-1}$, and two modes matching this prediction are indeed experimentally observed at 1555 cm$^{-1}$ and 1569 cm$^{-1}$. In the case of PrmT, one peak at 1556 cm$^{-1}$ is expected, and experimentally one at 1553 cm$^{-1}$ is observed. The assignment of $\nu_{8a}$ (symmetric stretching motion) in both molecules is more straightforward, with strong Raman active features predicted at energies of 1606 cm$^{-1}$ and 1589 cm$^{-1}$ in PrmF and PrmT, respectively. Experimentally, intense features existing at 1598 cm$^{-1}$ and 1583 cm$^{-1}$ are readily observed in the two molecules.

3.2. Effect of Halogen Bond Interactions on Raman Spectral Features

As pointed out earlier, although both crystals possess slipped-stack $\pi$–$\pi$ arrangements, PrmF forms continuous stacked sheets interacting through $\pi$–$\pi$ forces, whereas, PrmT does not. The former is due to weak secondary hydrogen bonding, resulting from acidic protons on both the pyrimidine and furan moieties, interacting with nitro oxygen atoms on (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI. These results suggest that an interplay between the $\pi$-stacking and halogen bonding interactions within the (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF co-crystal drive molecular assembly in these systems.

Figure 6, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the experimental and simulated Raman spectra, respectively, of the co-crystals in the spectral regions of the C–I stretch in (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI, $\nu_1$, and $\nu_{12}$, and also $\nu_{8a}$ and $\nu_{8b}$. The bond length and frequency of vibration involving the halogen atom in the halogen bond donors has been demonstrated previously to be a sensitive probe of halogen bond interactions. For example, we showed that the C–I stretch in (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI is normally at 203 cm$^{-1}$ in the solid state, but is red-shifted when participating in strong halogen bonding interactions [18]. Computationally, the C–I stretch is predicted to shift here by 7 cm$^{-1}$ from 213 cm$^{-1}$ in isolated (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI, to 206 cm$^{-1}$ in both optimized complexes. In the experimental (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF co-crystal studied here, however, although the C–I stretch is easily identifiable, no apparent shift is induced by the formation of the halogen bond. The same is true in (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT, but surprisingly, a new mode at 193 cm$^{-1}$ appears in the Raman spectrum. It turns out that in the crystal structure of (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmT, the PrmT fragment actually adopts two unique poses that effectively differ by a $\approx$180° rotation of the thiophene moiety about the C–C bond, connecting the 5- and 6-membered rings.

Modes associated with the motions of the nitrogen atoms in PrmF and PrmT are expected to be most perturbed from halogen bond interactions with (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI, because of their sensitivity to charge redistribution and bond length changes. We previously showed that, when Prm participates in halogen bonded interactions with iodopentafluorobenzene, $\nu_1$ blue-shifts by 5 cm$^{-1}$ and $\nu_{12}$ by 6 cm$^{-1}$ [21]. Experimentally, in (NO$_2$)$_2$BAI-PrmF, $\nu_1$ remains essentially unchanged at 908 cm$^{-1}$, but $\nu_{12}$
red-shifts 6 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1054 cm\(^{-1}\). Computationally, \(\nu_1\) is expected to blue-shift by 2 cm\(^{-1}\), but \(\nu_{12}\) is not expected to change. In (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmT, \(\nu_1\) is unfortunately not discernable, but \(\nu_{12}\) again red-shifts 6 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1045 cm\(^{-1}\). Computationally, however, \(\nu_1\) is expected to blue-shift by 6 cm\(^{-1}\), and \(\nu_{12}\) remains unchanged. No discernable effects are observed experimentally on \(\nu_{8a}\) or \(\nu_{8b}\). Computationally, in (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmF, \(\nu_{8a}\) remains essentially unchanged, but \(\nu_{8b}\) is expected to have a 4 cm\(^{-1}\) blue-shift. In (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmT, \(\nu_{8a}\) again is predicted to remain unchanged, but \(\nu_{8b}\) is predicted to exhibit a 5 cm\(^{-1}\) blue-shift. This apparent disagreement between the experiment and theory is likely attributable to the fact that we are only computationally considering 1:1 complexes that have been re-optimized, and that we are ignoring other solid-state environmental effects that are known to exist in the co-crystals [18,21].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Synthesis and Co-Crystallization

The halogen acceptors and donors were synthesized according to modified literature procedures (Supplementary Materials) [54,55]. The co-crystals were prepared in duplicate at a 2:1 ratio by dissolving each acceptor (3.0 mg) separately in a chlorinated solvent (1.25 mL, dichloromethane or chloroform), and adding it dropwise to a borosilicate glass vial (1.2 \(\times\) 4.4 cm, diameter and height) containing the donor (11–12 mg) in 1 mL of solvent. The resulting mixtures were ultrasonicated for 10 min. The open vial was placed in a secondary vial (2.5 \(\times\) 5.5 cm) containing n-hexane (3 mL). Using vapor diffusion methods, crystals were allowed to form at \(-5^\circ\)C over 14 days. Confirmation of the co-crystallization was observed through a \(-10^\circ\)C difference in melting points between the co-crystals and the acceptor.

PrmF and (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI: C\(_{16}\)H\(_8\)In\(_4\)O\(_5\) (M = 464.17 g/mol): triclinic, space group \(\overline{P}\overline{T}\), \(a = 6.9398(10)\) Å, \(b = 16.126(2)\) Å, \(c = 18.517(3)\) Å, \(\alpha = 79.340(4)^\circ\), \(\beta = 80.010(4)^\circ\), \(\gamma = 89.242(4)^\circ\), \(V = 2005.2(5)\) \(\AA^3\), \(Z = 4\), \(T = 100.0\) K, \(\mu(\text{Mo K}\alpha) = 1.628 \text{ mm}^{-1}\), \(D_{\text{calc}} = 1.538 \text{ Mg/m}^3\), 22950 reflections measured (1.55° \(< \theta \leq 26.5°\)), 8062 unique (\(R_{\text{int}} = 0.0516\), \(R_{\text{sigma}} = 0.0296\)), which were used in all of the calculations. The final \(R_1\) was 0.0484 (\(I \geq 2\sigma(I)\)) and \(wR_2\) was 0.1220 (all data).

PrmT and (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI: C\(_{32}\)H\(_{18}\)I\(_2\)N\(_8\)O\(_8\)S\(_2\) (M = 960.46 g/mol): monoclinic, space group \(P 2_1/n\), \(a = 9.2195(6)\) Å, \(b = 5.7344(4)\) Å, \(c = 32.1204(16)\) Å, \(\alpha = 90^\circ\), \(\beta = 93.209(3)^\circ\), \(\gamma = 90^\circ\), \(V = 1695.49(18)\) \(\AA^3\), \(Z = 2\), \(T = 100.0\) K, \(\mu(\text{Mo K}\alpha) = 2.043 \text{ mm}^{-1}\), \(D_{\text{calc}} = 1.881 \text{ Mg/m}^3\), 14426 reflections measured (2.27° \(< \theta \leq 28.3°\)), 4232 unique (\(R_{\text{int}} = 0.0722\), \(R_{\text{sigma}} = 0.0296\)), which were used in all of the calculations. The final \(R_1\) was 0.0438 (\(I \geq 2\sigma(I)\)) and \(wR_2\) was 0.1040 (all data).

4.2. Spectroscopic Details

A Horiba Scientific LabRAM HR Evolution Raman Spectroscopy system (Horiba Scientific, Kyoto, Japan) was used for the acquisition of the Raman spectra. The 532 nm line from a Nd:YAG laser (Oxxius, Lannion, France) was focused onto solid samples using a 100× objective with a 0.9 NA and a 1800 grooves/mm grating, and CCD camera were used for detection.

4.3. Computational Details

Full geometry optimizations and harmonic vibrational frequency computations with IR intensities and Raman activities were performed on the halogen bond donor ((NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI), acceptors (PrmF and PrmT), and the corresponding pairwise complexes ((NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmF and (NO\(_2\))\(_2\)BAI-PrmT). The fully optimized geometries and the corresponding harmonic vibrational frequencies of the dimer complexes and the corresponding fragments were used not only to verify whether each structure was a minimum (i.e., \(n_i = 0\)) on the potential energy surface, but also to compare to the experimental Raman spectra. A set of single point energy computations, with and without the Boys–Bernardi counterpoise (CP) procedure [56,57] was performed on the pairwise contacts found in the experimental halogen bond crystal structures, in order to determine their interaction energies (\(E_{\text{int}} = E_{\text{extal complex}} - E_{\text{extal donor}} - E_{\text{extal acceptor}}\)).
All of the computations were performed using the Gaussian 09 software package (Gaussian, Inc, Wallingford, CT, USA) and, where applicable, the analytic gradients and Hessians available therein [58]. The geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency computations all used the global hybrid M06-2X [59] density functional in conjunction with a triple-ζ quality correlation consistent basis set augmented with diffuse functions on all of the atoms, and a relativistic pseudopotential on iodine centers (aug-cc-pVTZ [60–62] for H, C, N, O, F, S, and aug-cc-pVTZ-PP [63,64] for I; denoted aVTZ). These prescriptions were employed based on the extensive calibration Kozuch and Martin [65]. All of the reported values are determined using the average of the necessary electronic energies (with and without CP corrections) at the M06-2X/aVTZ level of theory. All of the computations were performed using a pruned numerical integration grid composed of 175 radial shells (250 radial shells for sulfur and iodine atoms) and 974 angular points per shell, along with a threshold of \( <10^{-9} \) for the RMS change in the density matrix during the self-consistent field procedure. The threshold for removing the linear dependent basis functions (magnitude of the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix) was tightened from \( 10^{-6} \) to \( 10^{-7} \). All of the electronic energies were converged to at least \( 10^{-9} \) \( E_h \), while the Cartesian forces of the gradient did not exceed \( 10^{-5} \) \( E_h \). Furthermore, pure angular momentum (i.e., \( 5d, 7f \), etc.) basis functions were used instead of their Cartesian counterparts (i.e., \( 6d, 10f \), etc.). The optimized Cartesian coordinates and harmonic vibrational frequencies with IR intensities, and the Raman activities of each halogen bond donor, acceptor, and halogen bonded complex can be found in the Supporting Information.

4.4. X-ray Crystallography

Crystal evaluation and data collection were performed on a Bruker Kappa diffractometer (Bruker, Madison, WI, USA) with Mo K\( \alpha \) (\( \lambda = 0.71073 \) Å) radiation. The reflections were indexed by an automated indexing routine built in the APEXII program suite. The solution and refinement were carried out in Olex2 version 1.2 using the program SHELXTL [66,67]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters, while hydrogen atoms were introduced at calculated positions based on their carrier/parent atoms. The crystal data and structure refinement parameters for all of the compounds are given in the Supplementary Materials. The CCDC numbers for the single crystal X-ray structures of each co-crystal are as follows: 1954813 and 1954814.

5. Conclusions

The modification of Prm with either a furan or a thiophene moiety affects only a select few of the normal modes of Prm. Most noticeably, Prm’s signature ring breathing mode, \( \nu_1 \), couples with motions in furan and thiophene, and essentially disappears as an isolated mode. A total of 13 and 28 unique pairwise contacts were discovered in the experimental \((\text{NO}_2)_2\text{BAI-PrmF}\) and \((\text{NO}_2)_2\text{BAI-PrmT}\) co-crystals. The added complexity in the thiophene derivative stems from a crystallographic disorder in its structure. In both cases, \( \pi \)-stacking and halogen bonding interactions dominate the interactions, with interaction energies ranging between 6 and 7 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) in the various computed structures. Although the C–I and C≡C halogen bond donor stretches experiences red-shifts as expected, surprisingly, the creation of individual pairwise halogen bonds did not seem to significantly affect the vibrational spectra of these new derivatized acceptors, as observed previously for Prm.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2304-6740/7/10/119/s1: The CIFs and CheckCIFs; synthesis details; NMR spectra; crystal data and refinement; computational results; Raman spectroscopic data.
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